what is
pace casting?

FOR PACE MEMBERS
AGED 3-18
PACE membership includes free representation
for any work cast through PACE Casting. All active
PACE members aged 3-18 will automatically be
considered for film or TV auditions when we are
contacted by agents with an appropriate casting
brief. Our Casting System consists of website and
search result forms submitted by us in response to
other casting enquiries.
There are three options available to all members
regarding their entry on the casting system:

1. FULL ENTRY
The vast majority of casting enquiries initially
request photographs. A full entry features a
high quality photograph taken in our studio by a
professional photograher along with a section for
special skills and previous film or TV experience
like the one below. Photographs are taken once a
year, though details can be updated at any time.
A full photo entry lasts for a maximum of two years,
in order to keep photos accurate and up-to-date
for Casting Agents. If you wish a full entry then
you must book a photo appointment. Professional
glossy prints of photos in various sizes are also
available to order.

PACE has unrivalled reputation
for supplying talented young
actors for the film and television
industries in Scotland, the UK
and beyond. Over the years
PACE members have appeared
in hundreds of TV programmes,
films and adverts, both in the
UK and abroad, including
Taggart, Nina & the Neurons,
Still Game, Me Too, Waybuloo,
Rebus and River City.
In 2005 we expanded our
casting service to include the
option of professional quality
photos and CVs for every
member in order to make
more production companies
aware of the huge breadth of
talent currently attending PACE
workshops, as well as making

it easier for them to cast with
us. In 2009 we launched our
secure, password protected,
PACE Casting website, which
allows established, professional
production companies to search
and filter records quickly for
their individual requirements.
SOME 2014/15
CASTINGS
Boa Constrictor (BBC Radio)
Glasgow Girls (BBC)
Bob Servant (BBC)
Don’t Drop the Baton (BBC)
Once Upon a Crime (BBC)
‘Murder’ (BBC)
Romance Story’ (BBC)
Wooly & Tig (CBeebies)
Your Call (Speakeasy)

2. SIMPLE ENTRY
By default, all current members receive a free basic
entry on the PACE Casting system, like the one
below:

3.

NO ENTRY

Members who do not wish to be put forward for
castings can opt out. Please contact us if this is
applicable.
No other personal or contact information is included
in any entry and all contact for auditions etc. will
come through PACE staff.

how to book

CALL 0845 130 5218

A photo session and Full Entry costs £10.00. 5-10 different photos
are taken and you can choose your favourite to use on your
profile. Photo sessions wil take place on the dates below:
Wed 11, Thu 12, Thu 19 March 2015

4.00pm - 7.15pm

Sat 7 & Sat 14 March 2015

10am - 5.30pm

To keep queues to a minimum, those that wish a full entry
must call us in advance to book a photo session time slot.
Specific time slots are limited and are allocated on a first
come, first served basis. Payment can be made over the
phone by credit/debit card . It should take only a few minutes to take your photo and complete the information and
parental consent form, if necessary.

